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What I learned from my Mother Muse:
- Be an original: You can reference Pinterest, but when it comes to your own personal style, do what
you love. Surprise yourself.
- Don’t follow the rules: Because there are no rules in the garden except those you create yourself.
- Love the birds: My mom has hung bird feeders and birdhouses in every cranny for her feathered
friends. She even has a Bird Tree. Birds eat the insects that prey on her flowers plus their melodic songs
are music to her ears and their playful antics make bird watching an amusing pastime.
- Encourage eccentricity: If you don’t feel happy in your backyard, no one else will either. Be playful.
Add unexpected treasures that may be another person’s trash. Capture the charm.
- Share the bounty: One of my mom’s most sacred rituals was sharing the harvest of everything we grew
with everyone she knew — her doctor, dentist, priest, hairdresser, bank teller, repairman, even other
famers. Be a cheerful giver.
- Grow everything: It can be boring to stick to just a few specimens. Give a whirl to experimenting with
the exotic as well as the mundane. Whether it’s a new breed of ever-blooming azalea, a delicate peach
begonia, or a hardy lavender trumpet vine, brave the unknown.
- Color Your World: Although you may start out with a strict color palette, be the artist you are. Volunteers revert to their original color according to Mother Nature’s whims. Enjoy the rainbow.
- Provide places to relax: Gardeners work hard. Make sure to include comfortable sitting and lounging
areas, and a shady patio for you and your guests.
- Believe in magic: A garden is a lesson in miracles and magic. Embrace the whimsy and the mysterious.
Have fun.
- Pull hoses: You may have a drip or other irrigation system, but you’ll need the humble hose to get to
every corner.
Azaleas line a brick walkway.
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- Make people happy:
With her outgoing, enthusiastic personality always ready for the next dance,
my mother lights up a room, including the outdoor variety. When your table
features fresh fruits and vegetables that you have personally grown, you can
be certain that you are providing the highest nourishment for your family and
friends, helping everyone be happier and healthier.
- Leave a living legacy: A garden is to grow. Every garden is different reflecting
the individuality of the gardenLic.: #611120
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with love.

Utility Right-of Way

Your friendly neighborhood
arborists Darren and Lew Edwards

Pruning for utility line clearance does not always follow desirable pruning
techniques in regards to appearance and health of the tree. In this situation, the needs
of the utility right-of-way take priority over the tree.
When you have a tree under a power line that requires frequent reduction by the utility
co. it’s important to have proper pruning before, or have the tree removed, and plant a
tree with the criteria (i.e. size and placement) that should be determined by a arborist, so
that a tree’s health and appearance will never be compromised by the need for utility
pruning.
So don’t wait until it’s too late, call your local ISA Arborist at Advance Tree Service
to help you determine your choice for the perfect tree.

Advance Tree Service
Your Authority on Trees.

Everyone who has ever experienced the gardening hospitality of
my mother, Alice, has left feeling
better and happier. Let the wisdom
of my generous garden guide muse
inspire you to be the best gardener
possible. Thanks Mom!
Who is your garden muse? Email
me at Cynthia@GoddessGardener.com.
Happy Gardening. Happy Growing.
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A favorite summer staple is zucchini.

